PLASTIC SHELL
Wall-friendly design; shell swivels within the radius of the base.

CHEVRON BACK
Unique chevron-shaped back holds backpacks or bags and prevents slipping to floor; cutouts provide ventilation.

TABLET ARM
Double pivoting tablet arm supports both left and right handed users; large enough for both a device and a notepad.

CUP HOLDER
Optional black swivel cup holder.

TRAY
Cut-outs on tray allow debris to easily be swept away; chevron design allows bags left on the floor to be tucked in securely, reducing tripping hazards.

CASTERS
Hard or soft roll casters are available.

GLIDES
Hard or soft static glides are available.
ESSAY IS MORE THAN A STUDENT CHAIR, IT’S A LEARNING CHAIR.

WITH SMART DESIGN AND INTUITIVE FUNCTIONALITY, ESSAY IS THE EASY ANSWER.

In today’s environments, students learn by interacting, being social, and collaborating. Essay’s wall-friendly design ensures that it will not mar walls and the chevron-shaped back will keep bags or purses in place without falling to the floor. The tray base design allows personal belongings to stay tucked under the seat while keeping aisleways clean. The non-handed, double pivoting tablet arm allows left-handers and right-handers to efficiently use digital devices and paper materials together on one surface. The Essay collection includes student chair, task chair, and stool to accommodate a variety of learning spaces.